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(Love-hate #1)
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 It's summarized by the word "LOVE."

A SPECIFIC type of love that tends to be the 

opposite of what the WORLD promotes.

 It's NOT one of the Ten Commandments.

Though the Ten Commandments are an 

expression of it.

Love the LORD your God…

Deuteronomy 6:5a (CSB)

The obligation 

begins with:

But it doesn't 

stop there.

Scripture gives us very specific instructions 

about what this "LOVE" is.
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 This specific command is mentioned

• 11 times in Deuteronomy and Joshua 

(and no where else in the Old Testament).

Love the LORD your God…

Deuteronomy 6:5a (CSB)

YET IT ECLIPSES ALL OTHER COMMANDS!

Our #1 most 

supreme important 

priority!

• 3 times in the New Testament 

(only in Matthew, Mark and Luke).
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(The defining statement, influencing all other expressions of it.)

Love the LORD your God with all your heart, with all 
your soul, and with all your strength. 

Deuteronomy 6:5 (CSB)

THE FIRST OCCURRENCE OF THIS COMMAND:

Moses gave this command 

just before Israel would enter the land God gave them. 

First, we are told WHO to love: The true God, 

the only God, the God of Israel, who's name is יהוה.

(Often translated as "Yahweh," "Jehovah" or "LORD" <in capital letters>.)

Listen, Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. 

Deuteronomy 6:4 (CSB)
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Then we are told HOW to express this love.

Love the LORD your God with all your heart, with all 
your soul, and with all your strength. 

Deuteronomy 6:5 (CSB)

• Heart / soul: It is to involve the totality of our being. 

(The focus is on the internal aspect of our being, 

because that controls the external aspect).

• Strength: Doing it with all our energy/effort/power/might.

Moses then goes on to show us how to express this 

command externally in how we live –

which, in the Jewish context, included some symbolic 

expressions that are not required by non-Jews.
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OTHER OLD TESTAMENT OCCURRENCES:

• Usually, once within each group of occurrences, we find:

"Love the LORD your God 

with all your heart, with all your soul."

(The phrase "with all your strength," 

found in Deuteronomy 6:5, is not repeated.)

• The other occurrences just mention the basic command:

"Love the LORD your God..."

(The statements about "heart, soul, and 

strength" are not repeated.)

Even though these phrases are not always repeated, the 

original statement set the stage for understanding what was 

meant every time the command was later mentioned.
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WHAT ABOUT IN THE NEW TESTAMENT?

• Jesus quotes it once (mentioned in 2 gospels).

Jesus answered, … "Listen, Israel! The Lord our God, the Lord is 
one. Love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your 

soul, with all your mind, and with all your strength."

Mark 12:29-30 (CSB) 

Mark's account, written to Gentiles, includes the complete 

command and the introduction (about who "God" is).

Matthew's account, written to Jews who already knew 

the command, gives us a shortened version of it.

He said to him, "Love the Lord your God with all your heart, with 
all your soul, and with all your mind."

Matthew 22:37 (CSB) 
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• A religious leader also quotes it once.

He answered, "Love the Lord your God with all your heart, with 
all your soul, with all your strength, and with all your mind," …

Luke 10:27a (CSB) 

"You’ve answered correctly," [Jesus] told him. 

Luke 10:28a (CSB) 

This shows us that the Jews in Jesus' day knew what it was.

"Mind" is never mentioned in the Old Testament quotes of this 

command, and always in the New Testament quotes! 

Did the religious leader – and even Jesus – make a mistake??

NO! The issue involved differences in language!

JESUS' RESPONSE:

And Jesus said it was correct!
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In Old Testament Hebrew:

• The heart was normally viewed as the place where thinking

occurred – the place of intellectual activity, the activities of the 

"mind." (They did not use the word "brain" for this!)

• The heart could include emotional activity; but only as part of 

what occurred there.

• If they wanted to focus only on emotions (and not intellectual 

activity), they would use other words, such as: intestines! 

THAT'S WHY ENGLISH 

TRANSLATIONS NORMALLY USE 

WORDS THAT SEEM MORE 

APPROPRIATE TO US!

YUCK!! THAT 

SOUNDS 

DISGUSTING!
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VERSES THAT EMPHASIZE EMOTIONS (AND NOT MIND)…

My beloved thrust his hand through the latch-opening; 
my heart began to pound for him. 

Song of Songs 5:4 (NIV) 

(Sometimes occurs in the New Testament.)

If anyone has material possessions and sees a brother or sister in need 
but has no pity on them, how can the love of God be in that person?

1 John 3:17 (NIV) 

"Intestines"

KJV translates it as "bowels of compassion."

Modern translations: heart, compassion, etc.

"Intestines"

KJV translates it as "my bowels were moved."

Modern translations: heart, feelings, etc.

(More 

common in 

the Old 

Testament.)
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In New Testament Greek:

• Somewhat different concepts were introduced. Though the 

heart included things such as intelligence, moral choice, and 

sometimes emotions, there was also a separate word that 

emphasized thinking: the mind.

• Also, the Greek translation of these Old Testament verses uses 

the word "heart" in some passages, and "mind" in others!

• To ACCURATELY communicate the totality of the original 

Hebrew concept within the context of a society influenced by 

Greek thinking, the word "mind" (which was already in some 

verses in the O.T. Greek translation) was included.

Original Hebrew, 

Deuteronomy 6:5

O.T. Transl. in Greek, 

Deuteronomy 6:5

N.T. Greek

Love God with your 

heart and soul…

Love God with your 

mind and soul…

Love God with your 

heart, soul, mind…

… and do it with all your strength/energy/power.
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• The modern tendency is to use the concept of "heart" for 

conveying only "emotions"; and to relegate thinking to the "brain."

• Because of this, "loving with one's heart" tends to communicate 

something that the Bible never intended!

• In today's context, the New

Testament quote – which includes 

the word "mind" – is most fitting 

for communicating what the 

original command intended.

I LOVE YOU WITH 

ALL MY HEART!

I HAVE POSITIVE 

EMOTIONAL FEELINGS

ABOUT YOU!

WE MUST INCLUDE 

OUR EMOTIONS… BUT 

ALSO OUR INTELLECT!
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• Most of them apply today. (We know this because 

similar instructions can be found in the New Testament.)

• Some of them may have limited or indirect application, 

because Jesus brought us into a different covenant.

KEY CONCEPT: Loving God is an internal action that is to 

influence (or define) the TOTALITY of our external actions 

(= conduct). We need to apply this command to life.

THE VALUE OF CONTEXT: the verses surrounding this 

command give us many examples of how to do this.

VERSES THAT MENTION THIS COMMAND: Deuteronomy 

6:5; 11:1, 13, 22 (3 verses in 1 context); 13:3;. 19:9;. 30:6, 16, 

20 (3 verses in 1 context); Joshua 22:5; 23:11; Matthew 22:37; 

Mark 12:30; Luke 10:27.
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FIRST OF ALL: HOW IMPORTANT IS THIS LOVE?

 This love is a command to obey (not an emotion to "feel"). 

It must be directed toward the only true God.

 We must be careful to do it, and to make sure nothing 

hinders us. It must encompass all of life. 

 God enables us to have this love; but he may allow false 

teachers to test the genuineness of our love. 

 Loving God means loving life ("The Lord is our life."); so 

having this love for God is the same as choosing life. Our 

choice is a matter of life or death (and all that each entails).

 There is a connection between love for God and love for 

neighbor. This is more strongly emphasized in the New 

Testament context; but it was also present in the Old 

Testament context (stated in different ways).

The following things are compiled from the verses in the list, and their contexts. 
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It will influence our attitude toward God's instructions – the Bible.

 We will carefully and faithfully obey his commands. 

 His commands will be in our hearts.

 We will teach God's commands to our children; his commands will 

be a part of our lives, everywhere and at all times.

It will influence our attitude toward God.

 We will walk in his ways; and pay attention to what he says.

 We will follow God and obey him, serve him, hold fast to him, etc.

These statements are actually given in command form, because they 

are moral obligations. People who do love God will WANT to obey 

these obligations. They will view the commands as "opportunities to 

express love." (People who don't love God will probably view them as 

"burdens" or "requirements for gaining God's favor.")

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF WE OBEY THIS COMMAND?
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN "LOVE FOR GOD" AND "LOVE FOR NEIGHBOR"

(which includes enemies) – a greater emphasis in the New Testament.

WHAT WILL BE THE RESULTS OF OBEYING THIS COMMAND?

 Eternal life. (This is a New Covenant emphasis; but the Jews in Jesus' 

day – under the Old Covenant – also knew it.)

In the Old Testament context…

 Physical life and prosperity for one's self and for one's descendants 

– as opposed to death (due to sin and the resulting judgment). 

These promises may also have prophetic implications.

 There are no greater commands than these. Obeying them is more 

important than doing religious activities.

 These two commands are the basis for ALL our moral obligations 

(described by the law and the prophets).

 We must do these if we want to inherit eternal life. (This doesn't 

mean "working for salvation," but "living-out one's faith.")

▫ ▫ ▪ ● ● ◊    ◊ ● ● ▪ ▫ ▫
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Some of the Old Testament obligations and consequences had 

greater significance in the Jewish context…

 The Jews were to symbolically attach these words to their persons and 

possessions. (The symbolism was intended to represent inner realities, 

and to teach others about those realities.)

 In Deuteronomy, some of the commands the Jews were told to obey 

are described – in an Old Testament Jewish context – beginning in 

chapter 12. (These are applications of the Ten Commandments, within 

the context of life under the Old Covenant.)

If they had this love:

 God would give them the strength/ability to attain the physical blessings 

that were related to the land God gave them. (An unwillingness to love 

would result in curses. They had to choose which they wanted.)

 The physical blessings would bring increased responsibility (related to  

love for "neighbor"). There would also be increased accountability to 

God. So they needed to be careful or they would come under judgment.
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He gave us the opportunity to do it! 

It's not as though we have to go to great effort to discover it. God has 

made us aware of this obligation. (And this means we have no excuse!)

"This command that I give you today is certainly 
not too difficult or beyond your reach. 

It is not in heaven so that you have to ask, 'Who 
will go up to heaven, get it for us, and proclaim it 

to us so that we may follow it?' 

And it is not across the sea so that you have to 
ask, 'Who will cross the sea, get it for us, and 

proclaim it to us so that we may follow it?' 

But the message is very near you, in your mouth 
and in your heart, so that you may follow it."

Deuteronomy 30:11-14 (CSB) 

THEY KNEW

WHAT THEY 

NEEDED TO DO!

(SO DO WE.)

REMEMBER THAT 

"HEART" 

INCLUDES MIND!
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The New Testament reminds us that the law's requirements 

are embedded in people's hearts – even if they don't have 

the actual written "Law" in front of them!

… Gentiles, who do not have the law, do by nature 
things required by the law, ... 

They show that the requirements of the law are 
written on their hearts, …

Romans 2:14b, 15a (NIV) 

• Even though we know what is right, we choose to NOT do what 

is right. In doing this, we choose to become slaves to sin.

The problem is that we have rejected this opportunity.

PEOPLE WITHOUT THE LAW ALSO KNOW SOME OF THESE THINGS!

• The only one who hasn't rejected it is JESUS. He perfectly 

fulfilled the command to love God (and neighbor).
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When we trust Christ, God treats Jesus' righteousness as 

though it was ours. Furthermore, he embeds within us a new 

heart with a new desire to do his will – the "New Covenant" 

that he promised in the Old Testament.

But the righteousness that is by faith says: 

"Do not say in your heart, 'Who will ascend into 
heaven?' " (that is, to bring Christ down) 

"or 'Who will descend into the deep?' " (that is, 
to bring Christ up from the dead). 

But what does it say? "The word is near you; it is 
in your mouth and in your heart," ... 

Romans 10:6-8a (NIV) 

"God to the rescue!" – Opportunity restored with power!

This "word" is the focus of the Good News 

message! Paul continues…

NOW WE CAN 

HAVE THE DESIRE

AND POWER TO 

DO THESE THINGS!

REMEMBER THAT 

"HEART" 

INCLUDES MIND!

Following the pattern of the Deuteronomy 30:12-14 passage, Paul 

tells us…
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Just as the knowledge of our obligation is "near," 

so also the Good News power to obey it is "near"!

… that is, the message concerning faith that we proclaim: If you 
declare with your mouth, "Jesus is Lord," and believe in your 
heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved. 

Romans 10:8b-9 (NIV) 

Though the Jewish nation refused to rely on God's power to do this, 

individual Jews* did rely on it – even though they didn't know how

God made it possible. (Today, we know that he did it through Christ.) 

* They had what Moses described as a "circumcised heart" – Deuteronomy 30:6; 

also 10:16. (See also Jeremiah 4:4, 14.) The physical ritual was meant to 

symbolize a heart change; but Israel had turned it into a religious ritual, with no 

relationship to anything happening in the heart. In reality, the heart change is 

more important than the physical ritual – as Paul reminds us in Romans 2:25-29.

The GOOD NEWS = the "Word" that brings righteousness!

▫ ▫ ▪ ● ● ◊    ◊ ● ● ▪ ▫ ▫
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Everything we do – even our response to the Good News and 

salvation – is to be done in love… FIRST to God, SECOND to neighbor.

We can do it … but that's because of what God did FIRST!

We love because he first loved us. 

1 John 4:19 (NIV) 

How should we respond to all this?

 Pursue this love and the obedience it brings! 

With this love, we can do ALL things in a way that 

brings honor and glory to God!

Nothing else in life has any long-term value.
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Our response to the 

GOOD NEWS will determine whether or not 

we have POWER to love God 

the way we ought to!


